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First off I want to thank all of you who are serving on this team! My name is Cody Payne 

and I am your new team leader! I hope this document helps the team stay at the next 
level of photography greatness! 

IF YOU ARE A BEGINNER OR EXPERIENCED 
PHOTOGRAPHER THIS IS FOR YOU!

I will be going over the following topics
Schedule

Learning & Teaching
Mentoring

Editing
Exporting

Backing Up
Articles/Books

I want the photography team to meet once every other 
month to talk photography, hangout, shoot and share 

thoughts! 
New photographers: I want to try and get all of us together more often, maybe once or 

twice a month and practice shooting in the Liberty on a weekday to practice for the 
weekend worship. I will talk to Cole or Rachel and see if they can work lights for us to 

create the same environment as the weekend worship.
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SCHEDULE 
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I know summer is crazy for everyone including myself but I 
want to try and schedule each month in advance. 

I would also like to try and have one experienced photographer and one beginner photographer 
shooting a weekend worship together. I know right now with summer and school some won’t 

know there schedule that far in advance, thats ok! 

• • •

Here is an example of how I want the schedule to look, starting October. 

F L  P h o t o g r a p h y  S c h e d u l e  

October 1st, 2016 Saturday, October 1st - 4:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. 
Cody & Isabel (example) 

October 15th, 2016 Saturday, October 15th - 4:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. 
Danielle & Colter (example) 

October 22nd, 2016 Saturday, October 22nd - 4:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. 
Shawna & Alex (example) 

October 29th, 2016 Saturday, October 1st - 4:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. 
Brendan & Jim (example)

Feel free to shoot any Sunday services! Just let me know 
first!
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I am going to go over some basics and dive into some more experienced topics as well.  
I will see how well everyone responds to this document and will cover topics requested 

for next month! 

Beginner Photographers
“Learning photography is like learning to ride a car or bicycle. It´s such a challenge 

when you first begin because there are so may details and things to remember. But then 
all of a sudden—WOW—you ride your bike or you drive that car and it seems like the 

easiest thing in the world! It’s the same with photography.”

As a self taught photographer there has been one thing that has helped me more than 
anything to get to the point I am at with my photography. READING! I have read more 

articles, blogs and books over the years than I could count. 

Almost everyday I read a different photography article or 
blog but in the beginning it was reading books! I 

encourage all of you to do the same!

The Major Benefits Of Shooting In RAW 
“As a photographer you should always aim to “get it right in camera.” As a self-taught 
photographer I know that this can be difficult at first. This is why shooting in Raw is 

essential.

You get a second chance to get it right—first chance when you take the picture; second 
chance when you edit the picture inside the Raw converter.

Which is really helpful when you are still learning to nail the perfect exposure! If you 
over-exposed or under-exposed your photo, you will be able to recover details and 

rescue what, otherwise, may be lost. In other words, you can make a decent photo out 
of a not-so-decent one, which is fantastic.”
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Shooting Raw Is Helpful When:
• You shoot portraits. To ensure professional retouching without losing image 

quality.

• You risk blown out highlights. For example, you shoot outside on a bright sunny 
day and the sky turns out white. In a Raw file, you can often restore details and 
highlights that are overexposed.

• The white balance is off and your photo is affected by surroundings that are 
interfering with the available light. This can make your photos look yellow or 
green.

• You are going to enlarge the photo and print it in a big size. With Raw you never 
have to worry about loss of quality.

6 Easy Steps to Start Shooting in RAW
1. Set your camera to Raw. In camera settings click on quality (Canon) and choose 
Raw. If you can´t find it, grab your camera manual and look for Raw.
2. Take a few pictures with your camera in Raw mode.
3. Connect your camera to your computer and upload the photos.
4. Pick a photo you wish to work on and open it up in Photoshop. When you upload a 
RAW file into Photoshop the Raw converter program will automatically open up. The 
Raw converter program comes free with Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. If you 
don’t have Photoshop you can use Lightroom.
5. Inside the Raw converter play with the sliders to the right side. Each slider control a 
specific adjustment like exposure, contrast, brightness, color tones, shadows, 
saturation. This is where you get to finish your Raw file. It’s sort of like being inside a 
darkroom working on a negative. You can adjust so many things inside Camera Raw, 
but as a beginner this is enough to familiarize yourself with this part of the program.
6. When you are happy with the result, you can now use the image in Photoshop to 
make final adjustments. To bring your photo into Photoshop, simply click on “Open 
Image” down in the right-hand corner. In Photoshop you can choose to do even more 
adjustments and/or save it as a JPEG file.

Here is a video explaining the image quality and how to change it! 
https://youtu.be/_mQxJXMtiYI

Here is another video of settings that need to be changed!
https://youtu.be/D2rjrr6y7pU

Learning the exposure triangle! PLEASE READ!
https://fstoppers.com/education/exposure-triangle-understanding-how-aperture-shutter-
speed-and-iso-work-together-72878
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I know there are some new photographers joining the team or even have been on the 
team for awhile but still learning the basics of photography. I want us all to learn from 

each other, so at each campus I would like to try and have one experienced 
photographer shooting with a beginner photographer and help each other afterwards 

with editing and discussing their photos.

Find a mentor!
I am encouraging all new photographers to find a photography mentor at your campus, 
if you cant please email me at info@codypaynephotos or text me 406-270-2389 and we 

will find someone for you! 

Experienced photographers I am encouraging you to seek out any new photographers 
and offer to help them out!
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Editing can be the most frustrating part of photography in my opinion, I struggled with 
editing for a long time. Now after trial and error I know what works and what doesn’t.

FL Photography Lightroom Preset!
We are trying to get the FL instagram looking consistent and with so many 

photographers with different shooting styles that it can be challenging but I know we can 
do it. I know this because with a simple example picture you can go back and forth 

between your photo and the example photo to match the editing style.

Now with a preset this makes that process go much smoother!
Here
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